DEFINITION OF EXPOSITORY WRITING

EXPOSITORY WRITING is defined as presenting reasons, explanations, or steps in a process. Logical order should be used with appropriate sequencing of ideas or steps in a process. Effective expository writing should contain a main idea, supporting details, and a conclusion.

EXPOSITORY PROMPT

Think about a person who has had an influence on you and your life. This person might be someone famous, someone from history, or someone you know personally. Write an essay telling who this person is and explaining why he/she has had such an influence on you. Be sure to supply reasons and/or specific examples.
EXPOSITORY MODE

LEVEL I - Does not meet standard

1. Paper #7934336

This brief Level I response indicates little understanding of the expository writing task. Although the writer addresses the assigned topic by choosing “my mother” as the influential person, there is very little development to explain why. There is a glimmer of author involvement with the use of a rhetorical question (I’m not saying that we have the best mother daughter relationship but who does?). A simple conclusion ends the response (I love my mother), but the very limited amount of topic development shows no evidence of an organizational plan.

2. Paper #7935516

Little organizational planning is evident in this list-like description of “My Great Grandmother.” A picture is created with a few specific descriptors (102 years old, blue eyes, long hair), but there is no attempt to explain why this person has had an influence on the writer. Errors in grammar, usage, spelling, and sentence formation hinder the flow of communication. No sense of expository purpose is evident, which indicates little understanding of the writing task.

3. Paper #7901581

After stating that “my mother” was the most influential person, the writer attempts to provide information to explain the choice. The response presents a series of incidents where the mother became angry (breaking the African table; not obeying; refusing to clean the room). However, these events are not linked to any explanation of why or how the mother’s actions influenced the writer. Lack of an organizational plan results in repetition and very limited clarity and coherence. Serious errors in sentence formation, grammar, usage, and spelling interrupt the flow of communication. With no sense of author control, this response shows little understanding of the expository writing task.
The person who has had the biggest influence on me is my mother. She is the greatest mom a kid could ask for. I'm not saying that we have the best mother-daughter relationship, but then again, who does? I love my mom and the influence she has on me.
My Great Grandmother had a influence in her eyes, My Great Grandmother still can see with her eyes and I love, My Great Grandmother and my Great Grandfather is 102 years old and she still living. But My Great Grandmother live in My Great Grandfather have blue eyes and my Great Grandmother hair is very long to her back and my Great Grandmother had 14 children when she was young. Some of My Great Grandmother childrens die too, But I fill sorry for you Grandmother.
This person that had an influence on me was my mother why she had an influence was because I had did something that I wasn’t suppose to do my mother had got really mad at me and she was trying her best not to hurt me because it wasn’t my fault. It was hers because she let me do what I had done what I had done was I had sat down on her desks class table and I broke it the table was a brownish color it was beautiful with all the colorful blue and green strips going across so from that day to this day my mother would not allow me to watch T.V or sit on her lovely desk blue and green in color. She won’t even let me stand in the living room to ask her a question. My mom is very strict and mean all well with me I am a harmful with me it seems just like I’m a family dealing with my mom I mean I can do a lot of stuff by myself when my mom tells me not to do something I do it anyways then she de pike little
All I don't no what I am going
to do well she was like I tell
you not to do something
you do it anyways my momma
always say that she should of
and all boys because I'm just
something else lets just say for
that first my mom says you
need clean that room so I said
I be like I ain't going to clean
that room because I don't mess it
up and I ain't gonna to clean
up behind nobody nasty little kids
because my room don't get messed up
unless I mess it up so you can go
in there and clean cause I ain't
so I set there and sat there and
waited until my auntie came and I
told her she need to get in there
and clean up back here nasty
kids she went and clean room
just now I left it when I left
home to go to school the end.
EXPOSITORY MODE

LEVEL II - Partially meets standard

1. Paper #7953820

This Level II response displays some understanding of the expository writing task. A brief introduction introducing “my mom” as the influential person and a one-sentence conclusion show some evidence of an organizational plan. The writer makes an attempt at cluster elaboration, but the information is more list-like and general than sufficiently explained (or when someone or something is hurt, she tells me it would be nice to help them). These ideas are loosely organized, and development remains minimal. The writer uses basic-functional vocabulary (study hard, helped me through good times) with a few instances of meaningful word choice (privacy, property, comfort). Though conveying author involvement with a sincere tone, this response needs more author control with sufficient development and a clearer organizational strategy to achieve a higher score.

2. Paper #7902144

This Level II response explains why “Dr. William Cosby” influences the writer. There is a respectful tone throughout the response and an emerging sense of author involvement (Mr. William shows me that what is planned for me can happen if I put my mind to it). The organization is satisfactory with related details about Cosby’s schooling, television show, and influence grouped together. The supporting details for why the writer wants to be like Cosby are minimally developed with basic-functional vocabulary. Some errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics are noticeable, but do not halt communication. This response shows some understanding of the expository task.

3. Paper #7939426

In this response about “Lars Ulrich,” the use of a five-paragraph theme shows more organizational strategy than topic development. The writer uses numerical transitions to move through the main reasons why this person was chosen (famous drummer, best drummer in the United States, many songs and albums out). Within each reason are list-like details with some brief extensions (a great drummer, he has been drumming since he was 12 years old), resulting in only minimal development. Misspellings and repetition in sentence structure (he is, he has) are obvious, but do not interfere with communication.

4. Paper #7943922

The controlling idea that “all soccer players” have had an influence on the writer begins this higher Level II response. This choice is purposeful, and the response is organized around three players (Ronaldinho, Kaka, David Beckham). Although discussing more than one influential person tends to limit the depth of the response, there is some general information presented about each one. There is a sense of author involvement and some meaningful word choice (“Around the World,” Houston Dynamo). Overall, this response demonstrates some understanding of the expository writing task.
In my life there have been several people who have influenced me, but there is one very important person, my mom. My mom tells me what would be best for me, like what to do or not to do. Or when someone or something is hurt, she tells it would be nice to help them. She always taught me, treat others like you would want to be treated. She tells me to respect people's privacy & their property.

Everyday she tells me, be good & be nice to others. When I have to study for a test, she tells me to study hard so I get a good grade. She has helped me through good times & even through bad. When she goes through good & bad times too, I help her & comfort her because I know that's what's best. My mom is the best mom ever & I would never ask for another one. That is one person who has influenced me in my life.
One famous person that influences me is Dr. William Cosby. He was clever, athletic, and a comic. Mr. William show me that what is planned for me can happen if I put my mind to it. He had a TV show and mad movies. Cosby teaches me that you can live the glamorous life.

When he went to school he did not play around in the classroom. He wanted to get a good education and he wanted his friends to learn too. Most of his friends loved him and knew that he could do good in school.

Dr. Cosby base his TV show on his real life. He loves to see others doing good.

One day would love to be just like him. Most people think that he was all about play because he was a comic. But he went to Harvard University.

He had an chance to do something with his life and he took it and now look at him. He is one of the most lovable person in the world.
The Person That I Pick

Describing is Lars Ulrich. The three reasons why I picked him are:

First, he is a famous drummer. Second, he is one of the best drummers in the United States. Third, he has many songs and albums out.

Second, he is a famous drummer. He is in a band called Metallica. He has had over 500 contracts with his band. He is a famous drummer from the 90's.

Third, great at drumming. Here is why he is so great at drumming. He has been drumming since he was 12 years old. He is a fast drummer when it comes to drumming. Some day I want to be as great as a drummer as him.

Forth, he has had many songs and albums out in his time. He has had about 1,000 songs and about 50 albums out with 15 songs on each. One of the CDs is 'Darkness and Crosses.'

All in all, now you see why Lars Ulrich has influenced me.
The people who have an influence on me are all soccer players. They are the best soccer players, they are Ronaldo, Ronaldinho, Kaká, and David Beckham. I admire them a lot because they are kind and they have good sportsmanship. When they are at practice and when they are playing a game, I also admire them a lot because they score all the goals and also help their teammates. They make me feel like them when I'm playing a game.

One other reason that I admire them for is because they help poor people. They also give the Nike balls to the kids that love soccer and that are poor. Those soccer players make me want to be like them someday. I think that the player that I admire the most is Ronaldo. He is like my favorite. I have his jersey, and I also went to watch him play.

Ronaldo used to be my favorite but he started to be a ball hog, but I still like him. You should see when he was little he juke bigger guys than him. I loved it when he scored goals with his head. He also knows every trick in the world. But his trick called "Around the World" is the best.
Yoko is one of my favorites too. He plays for Barcelona in Germany. He is one of the first players I started to like when I was little. I still remember when he had that car accident and injured his leg. He wasn't able to play soccer for a year.

The best American player is David Beckham. He is my third favorite soccer player. He plays for Houston Dynamo. I think. Anyways he is one of my favorites. Someday I will be just like them.
1. Paper #7948038

This Level III response demonstrates a good understanding of the expository writing task. With author control and a good organizational plan, ideas flow smoothly to explain why “Tim Tebow” has been influential. In each paragraph, the writer sufficiently develops a positive character trait with a mixture of general information (a warm-hearted person; Tim Tebow is very nice) and specific details (just won the Heisman Trophy; donated a sheep through Heifer International). The writer then goes on to explain how that particular trait is an influence (I want people to see me how I see Tim Tebow). Varied sentence structure enhances fluency, and a conclusion summarizing information previewed in the introductory paragraph completes the satisfactory organizational plan.

2. Paper #7907517

In this sufficiently developed response about “my cousin,” a clear organizational plan is displayed using a five-paragraph theme. The writer offers three reasons why “____ ____” has been influential (she has a college degree, a nice family, a good job). These reasons are developed with cause and effect elaboration appropriate to the assigned topic. The conclusion also adds some further insight into why the writer is influenced by this person (I am thankful of ____ _____ for setting such a good example. I hope I influence someone in the future). Such consistent focus throughout the response demonstrates good author control and understanding of the writing task.

3. Paper #7931265

“Jennifer Hudson” emerges in the introductory paragraph as one of the writer’s role models. The response is then organized around various circumstances in Hudson’s life (personal tragedies, the movie Dreamgirls, perseverance). The writer sufficiently develops the topic, using a mixture of specific details (American Idol, Grammy Award, fulfilling her dreams) and general information (bad times, stuff). Although the response shifts between present and past situations, the author remains focused, and the flow of communication is not interrupted. The writer also displays a sense of audience and purpose in the conclusion, with a unifying analysis (many people go through that kind of stuff, but when they do they use it as an excuse to do wrong; Jennifer Hudson had a bad life at times too, but you don’t see her in jail). This response exhibits a good understanding of expository writing.
This successfully organized response conveys an energetic tone in explaining the influence of “Sweetie Pie Ms. Winfrey.” The writer is clearly engaged in the writing task, with playful commentary interspersed within the support of three reasons (does what she sets her mind to do, knows how to manage money, just nice and sweet). The first reason focuses on work in New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina (she built a whole dang neighborhood) and has the most specific details. The other two reasons are developed with ideas that flow smoothly from one to the next, with clarity and overall coherence. This lively response shows a good understanding of the expository writing task.
One person that has had an influence on my life is the star quarterback for the Florida Gators, Tim Tebow. He is a good quarterback, a strong Christian, and helps people in need all around the world.

Tim Tebow just won the Heisman Trophy about two months ago. He also led his team to the BCS National Championship where they went on to become champions. I play football and when I get into college I want to be just like him. His performance on the football field is amazing, but when he steps off the field he becomes a warm-hearted person.

He is a strong Christian that goes to Church to worship. I also go to church every Sunday. I want people to see me now as I see Tim Tebow. He is good on and off the field. Most football players think that they are too cool to go to church because they play football in college and everyone on campus knows who they are. But Tim Tebow is very nice. I've met him before, when I went down to visit my family in Florida.

Because he was born in a small poor village in the Phillipeneses, he knows what it is like to be poor. Today he helps other people in those small poor villages that he once lived in. He helps feed people to Christ that before did not know Christ. Now I also like to help the fortunate in other countries. Me and my mom donate money to help fight famine in these fortunate countries. I have also donated a sheep through Heifer International. Tim also preaches.
to prisons to try and get them to follow Christ since they can't go to church or read a bible.

Tim Tebow is a great person in many different ways. He is helpful to people that are not as fortunate as he is. He is both a strong Christian and an amazing quarterback. When I grow up I want to be just like him.
I have been influenced throughout my life by many people. There is one person though, who has especially influenced me. It is my cousin. She is a major influence to me because she has a college degree, a nice family, and a good job. She is a great person in my life.

First, she influences me because she has a college degree. I really look up to her in times when I don't want to go to college. She reminds me it will help me very much in my future. She has always done her work in college and shows me I should too. I will go to college because of her.

Next, she has a nice family who supports her very much. This influences me because I know my family will always be there for me when I work toward something. She always tells me to try my best and that she will always be there for me. She has grown up to be a great person and I hope to do the same. Our family is great!

Also, I am influenced by her because she has a good job. She is working to help her life be better. She is a teacher and a good one. She encourages me to get a good job so I will always be taken care of. I am influenced by her and I hope some one influences me when I do the things at my job that she taught me. I will be a good worker.
In conclusion, she influences me tremendously. She teaches me everything I need to know. She influences me because she has a college degree, a nice family, and a good job. She is preparing me to be a nice young lady. I am thankful for setting such a good example. I hope I influence someone in the future. She keeps me smart and happy but most importantly she keeps me prepared. She is a very nice and influential person.
There are many great people in life, in your life you just have those people who influence you, you have those people who you look up to. I have those kinds of people all throughout my life and those kinds of people are my role models. One of my role models is Jennifer Hudson.

Jennifer Hudson is a person who has been through troubles. Her life has been good and bad times. When she tried out for American Idol she was extremely good. She was one of the best singers on that show. Unfortunately, she did not win. A couple of years later her mother was killed. Furthermore, her nephew was also killed. I know that must be a very hard time for Jennifer Hudson and her family. Jennifer Hudson has lost her family and she has lost American Idol. She also thinks she has lost her dream.

Next, she starred in an amazing movie called "Dreamgirls." She makes her own album, and she does not give up there. She has come out with many great songs. She goes on to win a Grammy Award. That is awesome!
Even though she has gone through many hardships she has never given up. After losing American Idol she still goes on to achieve her goals. Through all of her bad times she has never stopped fulfilling her dream. She kept working and achieving until she received her award. She has gotten plenty of awards. Those awards are for never giving up even when she felt like she wasn't going to make it. She kept performing even through the bad times which was brave. She never let the hard times bring her down.

When you think about it there are not many people who go through that much stuff and can still smile. Many people go through that kind of stuff, but when they do they use it as an excuse to do wrong. They say they're in jail because they had a bad life. Jennifer Hudson had a bad life at times too, but you don't see her in jail. She is succeeding in her dream and achieving very high goals.
Wow! Do you have someone that influenced you or your life. I do, her name is Oprah Winfrey. She is a famous African American talk show host. She has influenced me because first, when she sets her mind to things she does it, she knows how to manage her money, and because she is just nice and sweet.

When I say she puts her mind to things and do it, I mean it. She said she would build houses in New Orleans, Louisiana. She built a whole damn neighborhood. It was after the hurricane Katrina. So it was for a good cause, because most of New Orleans peoples houses were knocked down or under water. I like the way Oprah puts her mind to things and does it. But she also knows how to manage her money.

Oprah is the kind of person who likes to save, spend, and give money. For her show, she gives away prizes and money all the time. I want to go the day, but she also likes spending money. Who knows what she spends it on. It will buy something special. She also saves her money. Who knows what for now, but it's Oprah, so whatever it will be. I'm sure it will be GREAT! Finally, she is just sweet and amazing.
Her name should be Sweetie Pie Ms. Winfrey. She is sweet and amazing as can be. It seems like she doesn't have a mean bone in her. I bet she gets flowers or even roses everyday. I know I would give her both. I don't know who wouldn't like her. They are crazy as I don't know what.

Oprah Winfrey has influenced me because, first, she sets her mind to things and she does it. Next, she knows how to manage her money. And finally, she is just so nice and sweet.
EXPOSITORY MODE

Level IV - Exceeds standard

1. Paper #7950392

A thorough understanding of the expository writing task is evident in this Level IV response about “Granny O.” The response demonstrates a strong sense of audience, with thorough elaboration of three reasons for this influence (takes good care of me, supports me, a Christian woman). Contributing to the clear and coherent flow of information is the use of varied syntax and precise, vivid vocabulary. In addition, the writer evokes and sustains a homelike ambience appropriate to the choice of an influential grandmother, with relevant specificity (she tells me, “If you can’t go in through the front, find the side door”; five-alarm chicken soup to “scare” the virus away). The writer successfully controls the writing task with a strong sense of purpose (she is an absolute saint and someday I wish to be just like my magnificent, loving, caring, angelic, dear Granny O!).

2. Paper #7906775

The writer of this thoroughly developed response demonstrates strong author control in the clear focus on the influence of “Harrison Ford.” The overall organizational framework is effective, with specifically detailed elaboration of three areas (made me a comedian, sparked my knowledge of random facts, helped me decide my career). Ideas flow cohesively from one to the next, with clarity enhanced by carefully crafted sentence structures. Very purposeful word choice (I impersonated what I had seen; as I clicked link after link after link; I got to name whatever was found by me regardless of how idiotic the name might be) exhibits a strong sense of audience and purpose. These elements display a thorough understanding of the expository task.

3. Paper #7931273

A strong sense of audience and purpose is the foundation for this engaging, creative Level IV response. A humorous simile introduces life without “my father” (I would be dumb as a doorknob). The writer then goes on to chronicle various travels, new endeavors like football, and school-related activities, attributing success to “mon pere’s” influence. Vivid word choice (snowy Colorado where icy waterfalls cascade down the majestic Rocky Mountains) enriches the descriptive explanation, which is both informative and entertaining. Author control is consistent, with an organizational plan that provides a subtle structure for ideas to flow smoothly. This writer displays a thorough understanding of the expository writing task.

4. Paper #7926216

The explanation of how Pablo Picasso through his artwork has been important to the writer is thoroughly developed with mature analysis and reasoning. Attention to audience is evident in the use of precise vocabulary that is not overly technical (mismatching colors and shapes that worked against each other to make simply dazzling work; his work proved that reality wasn’t necessary to show something was real). The response demonstrates strong author control by tying together how Picasso impacted not only the writer in the present day, but generations from the past. The writer shows a thorough understanding of expository writing.
Do you have someone in your life you greatly admire? I sure do. This person is my mom. She takes good care of me, she supports me, and she is a wonderfully Christian woman. She is my magnificent grandmother, "Granny O".

Granny O is the nicest person you could ever have the pleasure of meeting. She is very religious and is training me to be a good Christian as well. Every Sunday morning, she wakes me up early and makes me get ready for church. She is on the cleaning and cooking committee, so she is late church even before the pastor. She is a ray of sunshine to everyone at the church. The pastor even said so! She makes sure that I'm on my best behavior at church and is the first person to tell you that your out-of-line. Every night, she reads me a chapter in the Bible, then we discuss what we've read, and I have to recite a verse from the chapter we've read. I love my grandmother.

Even though I have told you about how wonderfully religious Granny O is, that is nothing compared to how supportive she is of me. When I told her that I wanted to be an Oscar-winning actress someday, she didn't blow me off like everyone else. She paid for me to take summer acting classes. She tells me to follow my dreams and I can be anything I want to be. Every show, every play—she is there with her grin on her face. As if to say, "I'm so very proud of you!" whether I'm the lead.
role or just a dancing tree. When I don't get a part or a deal doesn't go as planned, she never says 'I told you so.' She tells me, 'If you don't go in through the front, find the side door.' Her support keeps me moving forward!

In addition to the other things I've told you about, she is absolutely worthless compared to how good a caretaker she is. When I'm sick she makes me her Shelter's Five-clover chicken soup to 'scare' the virus away. When I was little, I had a bad dream and she gave me a big bear hug and some 'pixie dust' (white sand and glitter) and said it would keep nightmares away. On top of that, she is always finding reasons to bake something. When I get good grades, get the part as Juliet or Beneatha, or if I'm the Master of Ceremony for the church anniversary - she is already ready for us to make her Famous Pineapple upside-down cake (only I know the recipe). She also buys me things like new clothes, shoes, and other things. My moma thinks she spoils me. Granny O is the best caretaker ever.

In conclusion, my Granny O is the best grandmother in the entire universe! She is an absolute saint and someday I wish to be just like my magnificent, loving, caring, angelic, dear Granny O!
Harrison Ford is an actor who has had a great deal of influence on my life. Mainly his movies have affected me. From Indiana Jones to Air Force One, I have learned a thing or two from all his movies. A few of these movies have given me joke material making me one of the funny guys around my friends. Let's explore several reasons why the actor Harrison Ford has and still somewhat is influencing my life.

First of all is the I want my family back joke. In several of his movies, Harrison Ford must rescue his relatives from certain death. A popular television show portrayed the main character watching a show called 'Harrison Ford Telling Random People He Wants His Family Back.' The next day I impersonated what I had seen by running up to my friends, grabbing him by the shirt and shouting I want my family back in my best impression of Harrison Ford's voice. Ever since my friends and I have giggled when I use my Harrison Ford voice to say things. Harrison Ford was made a comedian and doesn't even know it.

In addition to that, three of Harrison Ford's movies have sparked my knowledge of random facts. Those three movies were the Star Wars trilogy. Harrison Ford's character fought in space, the explosions were extremely loud, according to my science teacher sound cannot travel through space. To confirm this I searched on Yahoo. Hot.com, however, I was never given a straight answer from them. One day my uncle advised me to go to Wikipedia. From there I got the answer to my question and more. As I clicked link after link after link I gained more knowledge. For example, I have told my friends so many crazy facts that they are telling me to get on Jeopardy once I'm old enough. Harrison Ford's character's fights in space entitled overcoming me a lot of things.

Finally, is that Harrison Ford may have helped me get into my
career. His character in the Indiana Jones movies was an
archaeologist slash adventurer named Indiana Jones. Although I'm not
cut out to be an adventurer, archeology sounds like a fine career,
as I researched archeology I found out I got to name whatever was
discovered by me regardless of how idiotic the name might be. If
I were to discover a know fossil, I could name it. The Robert
Kushnersaurus. I think that a career in archeology is going to be
quite interesting.

As all the previous information has stated, Harrison Ford
has had a great deal of influence on my life. He has made me into
a comedian in a way. He sparked my intellectual pursuits with random
facts. He has even influenced my career decision. I don't care what
anyone else says, Harrison Ford is a great guy.
"Mon Père (My Father)"

My father has kept me on a straight path all of my life without him. I would be dumb as a door knob. He has influenced my life by taking me to many different places such as Colorado and Utah. The encouragement he gives me is like a shot of adrenaline that gives me the motive to do anything I want. He made sure that I am a good student in school. You can’t count all of the ways my dad has influenced me on two hands. They never end.

One of the best things that my dad has ever done is to make sure that I get to see the world. He’s taken me to snow in Colorado where snow falls as far as the eye can see. The majestic snow-capped mountains give me a sense of家里. One of the most glorious places I’ve ever been to is the Amazon rain forest. In Florida, the sun shines so bright, millions of people love to visit. The beaches are filled with gloomy white sand and water as clear as crystals. All of these places would never have been visited by me if it was not for my father.

My father has encouraged me to do many things that I would not have even thought of doing if it wasn’t for my dad. Last summer, I traveled halfway across the world to the British Isles. I could
not have done it if my dad had not encouraged me. Some sports, like football, I would never have even thought about playing if my dad had not taught me and pushed me in the direction I needed to go to play new sports. My father has gone out of his way to take me to social gatherings and activities which has made many good friends. If it weren't for my dad, I wouldn't have a life.

My grades in school would not be what they are now if my father had not given me the ball to do well in school. He has made sure that I study every night prepare me for the lessons the next day. I have taken advantage of many extracurricular activities because of my father. If the world was ending, my father would make sure that I finished my homework. That is why he is the best.

My father has had more of an influence on me than any other person I know. If he wasn't the father he is, I wouldn't have been able to travel all over the country to many magnificent places. He has encouraged me to do things I wouldn't have done without him. I would not have made it past the third grade if weren't for him. My dad has been there for me all my life. I hope I can stay that way forever.
Do you have someone you look up to or admire, a person who changed your life? A very important person to me was Pablo Picasso. His work was inspiring to me because it was abstract, because he showed that imagination was a food for the mind and his artwork was very vivid and colorful.

The first time I had heard about him, I was assigned to a project for History in third grade. My Art teacher suggested him to me and showed me some of Picasso's work. They were some of the weirdest paintings I had ever seen. Full of mismatching colors and shapes that worked against each other to make simply dazzling work. It was this work that made my imagination seem to actually start for the first time.

His work proved that reality wasn't necessary to show something real. He could make his work show his imagination ticking inside his head, and capture a scene that was thought to never to be famous. Pablo Picasso's work was important to society as it opened up others imagination, as well as mine, to feed the world with new life, where the sky and beyond is the limit.

Another reason he was very important to me was the colors and detail of his work. During his "blue period" he used so many colors of blue it blew me away. I didn't even know half the blues were even real colors. He made the lines in his paintings bold as brass and the details were minute but amazing. Picasso was really the leader into a new type of flair. Soon after people were jumping on the abstract bandwagon that Picasso had created, new pieces of imagination came.
to light, because of the things that made me admire Picasso in the first place, his vivid and detailed works of abstract art and the thought that imagination was some of the best food society could have.